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Abstract

This paper measures flow rates into and out of unemployment for Turkey

and uses these rates to estimate the unemployment rate trend, that is the

level of the unemployment rate the economy converges to in the long-run.

In doing so, the paper explores the role of the labor force participation in

determining the trend unemployment. We find an inverse V-shaped pattern

for the unemployment rate trend over time in Turkey, currently standing

between 8.5 and 9 percent, with an increasing labor market turnover. We

also find that allowing for an explicit role for participation changes the

results substantially, reducing the “natural” rate at first, but then getting

closer to the baseline over time. Finally, we show that this parsimonious

model can be used for forecasting unemployment in Turkey with relative

ease and accuracy.
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1 Introduction

The rate of unemployment in the long-run, or the underlying trend, has attracted

a lot of attention since the Great Recession. In an environment where a lot of

developed countries as well as developing ones face exceptionally high levels of

unemployment, policy makers and economists focused on identifying the level of

the unemployment rate that is feasible in the long-run, i.e. the “natural” rate, to

gauge the extent of the labor market slack (see, for instance Daly et al. (2012) and

Weidner and Williams (2011)). The Great Recession also drew attention to the

labor force participation and its role in determining the dynamics of unemploy-

ment rate (Elsby et al. (2013) and Erceg and Levin (2013)). This paper develops

a method that estimates the rate of unemployment in the long run taking into

account the changes in the labor force participation rate. We estimate our model

using data on Turkey, where the labor force participation rate has experienced a

sharp increase since 2003, and is three times more volatile then the participation

rate in the U.S.(see Sengul (2014)).

Our analysis builds on Tasci (2012), which estimates the unemployment rate

trend using an unobserved components method and data on flows between em-

ployment and unemployment for the U.S. Extending his work, we estimate the

unemployment rate trend for Turkey from 2001 to 2013, taking into account flows

from inactivity. In doing so, we also exploit the work by Sengul (2014), which es-

timates monthly flow rates from 2005 to 2011 for Turkey, including the flows from

nonparticipation to unemployment. We first estimate quarterly flow rates from

2001 to 2013, following Sengul (2014). Then, using a parsimonious unobserved

components method as in Tasci (2012), we decompose the flow rates into their

trend and cyclical components. Once we infer the trend components, we provide

an estimate of the unemployment rate trend, i.e. the natural rate, implied by the

steady state description of the unemployment rate in a standard labor market

search model.

To asses the role of participation on the unemployment rate, we also estimate

trend unemployment rate while restricting flows to only those between employ-

ment and unemployment. Our results show a distinct pattern for the trend unem-

ployment. As such, the trend unemployment increases during the first two thirds

of the sample period, and then starts declining, which occurs after the 2008-2009

recession. This pattern holds regardless, whether one allows for a time varying
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labor force participation explicitly or not. However, with an explicit role for labor

force participation, the estimated unemployment trend stays significantly below

the level implied by the model where we assume a constant participation rate over

time.

Moreover, we find that this pattern for the natural rate is led by a similar

pattern by the inflow rate into unemployment - first increasing and then declining

in 2008-09 - and a secular rise in the outflow rate from unemployment over the

whole sample. Taken together, these findings imply that Turkish labor markets

look far more dynamic at the end of 2013 relative to 2001. We also highlight

another potentially useful feature of our framework; improving unemployment

forecast accuracy in the short term, even though it is not designed for this purpose.

This is an important additional benefit of the framework discussed here in a

country where unemployment data releases have a two month lag.

Most of the trend unemployment estimation questions are addressed by fo-

cusing on a variant of a traditional Phillips curve. Even in developed market

economies a stable relationship between inflation and unemployment has been

debated in the literature. In developing countries, which go through structural

changes and major transitions, relying on such a framework becomes more chal-

lenging. Turkey experienced persistently high inflation prior to early 2000s. Since

then, Turkey has instituted major structural reforms as well as experiencing con-

tinued demographic changes. These conditions make it harder to rely on a Phillips

curve framework to pin down an aggregate unemployment rate for the economy

that would be sustained in the long-run, in the absence of high frequency shocks.

In an effort to face this challenge we look for a framework that solely relies on

the features of the labor market. A recent example of such a framework is Tasci

(2012) which approaches the problem by estimating the unemployment rate trend

using the underlying flow rates. It relies on data on flows between employment

and unemployment and, in the context of the U.S. labor markets, argues that

this method provides an estimate of the natural rate that has several desirable

statistical features while being theoretically very close to the language of the

modern theory of unemployment. In this paper, we adopt his methodology to

incorporate labor force changes and estimate the natural rate of unemployment

for Turkey.

Moreover, the method developed by Tasci (2012) is flexible enough to be modi-

fied to incorporate different labor market structures. As such, when we implement
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the same approach for Turkey, we take into account the active role of the partic-

ipation margin in the labor market. The role of participation rate in estimating

the long-run trend for unemployment becomes very evident in the Turkish data,

where the participation rate experienced a sharp increase over the decade. Using

flow rates to identify an unemployment rate trend provides us with a way to care-

fully address the problem for Turkey, in which the persistence in unemployment is

quite different from a developed country, where labor markets are relatively more

dynamic.

We believe that this exercise not only is valuable in its own right, but also

allows us to highlight usefulness of the approach we take in the face of interesting

challenges posed by various structural issues experienced by many economies.

As we argued above, for instance, many developing countries, Turkey included,

have a very limited data span that covers substantial changes in the aggregate

economy. Turkey has gone through significant changes in the monetary policy

environment, followed by a sharp decline in inflation in the early 2000s.1 The

traditional approach of estimating a natural rate by focusing on the relationship

between the labor market variables and the price level, that is NAIRU, will not

necessarily inform us about the underlying dynamics of the Turkish labor market.2

Section 4.1 shows that natural rate estimates extracted using the NAIRU method

imply an almost invariant level of unemployment, which is the average of the

sample period, while our method reveals variation over time.3 Moreover, our

method implies recent values of the natural rate of unemployment that are below

the levels implied by NAIRU estimates or the constant labor force model.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: In the next section, we lay out the

unobserved components model with the assumption that labor force participation

moves over time. As the model with constant labor force assumption is nested in

our model, we leave the latter model to appendix. After describing the methodol-

ogy for measurement of the flow rates and the estimation of the trends, we present

the data and the estimation results for both constant and time varying labor force

models in Section 3. A more detailed discussion of the natural rate concept we

1The Central Bank of Turkey implemented implicit inflation targeting from 2002 to 2006,
and has been officially targeting inflation since then. Please see Kara (2006) and Kara and Orak
(2008), among others, for more information regarding the monetary policy in Turkey.

2For a recent discussion regarding NAIRU see Fitzgerald and Nicolini (2013).
3In our NAIRU estimation, we assume constant parameters. Us (2014) uses time-varying

parameters and finds a NAIRU that resembles to our natural rate under the constant labor
force assumption.
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develop here in conjunction with the more conventional measures of the natural

rate used in the literature, including a NAIRU is in Section 4. We also address

the robustness of the estimation in this section. Section 5 presents the forecasting

performance of the model. The last section concludes.

2 Model with Participation

We now describe our approach for identifying an unemployment trend for Turkey

under the assumption that workers can move between three labor market states;

employment, unemployment, and inactivity. To estimate the long run unemploy-

ment rate while allowing for variations in the labor force participation rate, we

extend the unobserved components model described in Tasci (2012). This ex-

tended model nests two-state model of Tasci (2012) as a special case. When we

discuss the results of our model, we compare the model with participation to its

alternative two-state model.

We compute the long run unemployment rate as the steady state description

of unemployment based on trend inflow and outflow rates. Hence, we need la-

bor market flow rates to estimate the unemployment rate trend. We begin with

describing the estimation procedure for the flow rates.

2.1 Measurement of Flow Rates

To measure flow rates, we rely on the aggregate data. This is because we use

quarterly data to estimate unemployment rate trend to have a larger sample size

and household level data for Turkey is only available annually. There is now an

extensive literature on measuring the flow rates using aggregate data. Most of

this literature uses a simple unemployment duration based measurement to infer

these rates (i.e., Shimer (2012), Elsby et al. (2009), Fujita and Ramey (2009),

Elsby et al. (2013), Petrongolo and Pissarides (2008)). We follow the method

used in Sengul (2014), which extends the method used by Elsby et al. (2013),

Shimer (2012) and Elsby et al. (2009), to allow for changes in labor force between

two consecutive periods.

In what follows, we assume that time is continuous, and the data is available

at discrete months t. Hence, “period t” refers to the interval [t, t + 1). Let Nt+τ

be the number of population and let the population grow at a rate ρt and the
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participation rate (the ratio of the labor force to the population) grow at a rate

Gt. Laws of motion for the population and the participation rate are

Ṅt+τ = ρtNt+τ ,

Ṗt+τ = GtPt+τ ,

respectively. Pt+τ is the participation rate and it is computed as the ratio of the

labor force to the population (Pt+τ = Lt+τ/Nt+τ ), where Lt+τ is the number of

labor force.

Furthermore, let Ut+τ , and U<1
t (τ) be the number of unemployed and the

number of unemployed for less than 5 weeks at time t + τ , respectively, while At

is the fraction of the inactive population (Nt+τ − Lt+τ ) that decide to look for a

job.

People become unemployed because they separate from their employment or

they enter labor force as unemployed, and they leave unemployment because they

either find a job or leave the labor force. Let St and Ft be the job-separation

and unemployment exit (outflow) rates during period t. We can write the law of

motion for unemployment as follows:

U̇t+τ = (Lt+τ − Ut+τ )St − Ut+τFt + (Nt+τ − Lt+τ )At. (1)

We are limited in our ability to distinguish between exits from unemployment

into employment or into inactivity in the data due to lack of data availability

at a high frequency. Hence, Ft absorbs exits from unemployment, regardless of

their destination. Since some of the outflow may be due to the inactivity, Ft is

the unemployment exit rate, not necessarily the job-finding rate. This way of

modeling does not affect our analysis as the focus of the paper is to measure and

estimate the flows into and out of unemployment. We do not need to have specific

information about the nature of the exit from unemployment per se. Note that if

the labor force is constant, then we have ρt = 0 and Gt = 0 and At = 0. In this

case, the equation above is the same as the equation of Elsby et al. (2013), which

assumes constant labor force between two consecutive periods.4.

We solve the equation (1) and iterate it three months to get the evolution of

4We derive flow equations under this assumption in the appendix.
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the unemployment rate based on observed data in discrete intervals as:5

ut = ut−3(1− λt) +
λt(St −At)

St + Ft + ρt + gt
+

At(1− e−3(St+Ft+ρt))

Pt(St + Ft + ρt)
, (2)

where λt = (1− e−3(St+Ft+ρt+Gt)) is the quarterly convergence rate. Note that the

effect of participation on the law of motion for unemployment has two channels.

First, we need to account for the fraction of the inactive population who start

looking for a job and become unemployed, i.e. At. Second, we have to take into

account the fact that the size of the labor force changes with participation, as well

as the population growth.

One can use equation (2) and write the steady state unemployment rate as

uss
t =

(St −At)

St + Ft + ρt +Gt

+
At(1− e−3(St+Ft+ρt))

Pt(St + Ft + ρt)λt

. (3)

To compute the flow rates, we also need the law of motion for short-term

unemployed, i.e. unemployed for less than five weeks:

U̇<1
t (τ) = (Lt+τ − Ut+τ )St − U<1

t (τ)Ft + (Nt+τ − Lt+τ )At. (4)

The change in the number of short-term unemployed consists of workers entering

unemployment, workers separating from their jobs and workers who became un-

employed after the last time data was available and did not leave unemployment,

respectively.

Subtracting equation (4) from equation (1) results in

U̇t+τ = U̇<1
t (τ)− (Ut+τ − U<1

t (τ))Ft. (5)

We do not observe At in (5) explicitly. This is not because participation does not

affect the law of motion for unemployment, but because the fraction of inactive

population entering to unemployment is already present in U<1
t and Ft also covers

unemployed workers leaving the labor force.

Solving the differential equation above and the laws of motion for the popu-

lation and the participation rate (and rewriting the equation in terms of rates)

5We use quarterly data.
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yields:

ut = e−Ft−ρt−Gtut−1 + u<1
t . (6)

where ut denotes the unemployment rate in period t.

Assuming unemployment exit occurs with a Poisson process with parameter

Ft, the probability of exiting unemployment within a month is F̂t = 1 − e−Ft .

Therefore, equation (6) can be rewritten as

F̂t = 1−
ut − u<1

t

e−Gt−ρtut−1
. (7)

The intuition behind (7) is that we infer the average outflow probability by mea-

suring the size of the decline in the unemployment pool who are not short-term

unemployed. Notice that ρt + Gt is the labor force growth rate, as labor force

varies due to changes in population and the participation decisions. The equa-

tion above takes into account the change in the size of the labor force to get the

average outflow probability.

The monthly outflow probability relates to associated monthly outflow hazard

rate for the short-term unemployed, F<1
t , through the following equation:

F<1
t = −ln(1 − F̂<1

t ). (8)

Equation (7) works well to estimate the outflow probability in labor markets

for which the flow rate out of unemployment is high (duration of unemployment

is low). For countries with longer durations, like Turkey, there are relatively

few people in u<1
t at any time since exit rates are low. Hence, the variance of

the estimate will be higher (F̂ will be noisy). We follow Elsby et al. (2013) and

Sengul (2014) and use additional duration data to increase the precision of the

estimate of F̂t. Based on the unemployment data by duration, we can calculate

the probability that an unemployed worker exits unemployment within d months

as

F̂ d
t = 1−

ut − u<d
t

e−
∑d−1

j=0
(Gt−j+ρt−j)ut−d

. (9)

Subsequently, we can calculate the outflow rates as

F<d
t = −ln(1 − F̂ d

t )/d, (10)
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for different durations, d = 1, 3, 6, 9, 12. This rate is interpreted as the rate at

which an unemployed worker exits unemployment within the subsequent dmonths.

If the exit rate from unemployment is independent of the duration of unem-

ployment, then F<d
t for different values of d would not be much different from

each other, and we have the monthly outflow hazard rate as F<1
t . However,

if the exit rate from unemployment depends on the duration of unemployment,

then the F<1
t rate would not be a consistent estimate of the average outflow

rate. We formally test the duration dependence by testing the hypothesis that

F<1
t = F<3

t = F<6
t = F<9

t = F<12
t .6 The approach in general is to derive the

asymptotic distribution of unemployment rates and unemployment rates for dif-

ferent durations, and then to apply the Delta method to compute the joint asymp-

totic distribution of the outflow rate estimates. For Turkey, the hypothesis that

there is no duration dependence (i.e., the hypothesis that F<d
t is the same for all

d) can be rejected at 95 percent confidence level. We use the asymptotic distribu-

tion to compute an optimally weighted estimate of outflow rate that minimizes the

mean squared error of the estimate. We discuss computation of At series below

when we describe the data, as we infer the series directly from the data.

Given Ft, ut and At series, the equation (2) gives us the separation rate data

we need to proceed with our estimation.

2.2 Estimating Trend Unemployment Rate

After discussing the measurement of flow rates, we now present our approach for

identifying an unemployment trend in the presence of varying labor force par-

ticipation. In doing so, we extend the model used in Tasci (2012) to include

participation. Tasci (2012) uses a simple reduced form unobserved components

model that incorporates the comovement of flows between employment and un-

employment into previous attempts at estimating the natural rate, such as Clark

(1987, 1989) and Kim and Nelson (1999).

Our reduced form model assumes that real GDP - the measure of the aggre-

gate business cycle we use- has both a stochastic trend and a stationary cyclical

component, where only real GDP is observed by the econometrician. The stochas-

tic trend follows a random walk while the cyclical component is an autoregres-

6Formal details of the test can be found in Elsby et al. (2013) with the only difference being
that this paper has an extra term, the duration d < 9.
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sive process. More specifically, let Yt be log real GDP, ȳt be a stochastic trend

component, and yt be the stationary cyclical component. Then we consider an

unobserved components model starting with the process for the GDP as,

Yt = ȳt + yt,

yt = φ1yt−1 + φ2yt−2 + εyct ,

ȳt = rt−1 + ȳt−1 + εynt ,

rt = rt−1 + εrt ,

(11)

where rt is a drift term in stochastic trend component of output, which is also a

random walk, and the cyclical component of output follows an AR(2) process, as

in Ozbek and Ozlale (2005).

The model also assumes that both unemployment exit and job separation rates

(Ft and St) have a stochastic trend as well as a stationary cyclical component.

Furthermore, the stochastic trend in these flow rates follows a random walk while

their cyclical component depends on the cyclical component of real GDP. Let f̄t

and s̄t be the stochastic trend components, and ft and st be stationary cyclical

components of Ft and St, respectively. The time series behavior of these flow rates

take the following form:

Ft = f̄t + ft, f̄t = f̄t−1 + εfnt ,

ft = τ1yt + τ2yt−1 + τ3yt−2 + εfct ,
(12)

and

St = s̄t + st, s̄t = s̄t−1 + εsnt ,

st = θ1yt + θ2yt−1 + θ3yt−2 + εsct .
(13)

We assume that all the error terms are independent white noise processes.

As equations (12) and (13) show, we also assume that the cyclical component

of the outflow and separation rates move with the aggregate cycle. This idea cap-

tures the empirical pattern that recessions are times when a substantial number

of matches dissolve because they cease to be productive enough and significantly

fewer new matches are formed because firms do not demand as much labor any-

more. Hence, a priori, we expect a negative co-movement between the cyclical
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components of the flow rates, st and ft and cyclical component of real GDP.7 This

basic description of the comovement between flow rates and the aggregate cycle

can be easily reconciled with the extensions of the basic labor market search model

with endogenous separations, as in Mortensen and Pissarides (1994). Tasci (2012)

argues that the low-frequency movements in the trends, f̄t and s̄t, will capture

the effects of institutions, demographics, tax structure, labor market rigidities,

and the long-run matching efficiency of the labor markets, which will be more

important in determining the steady state of unemployment.

After modeling unemployment exit and separation rates, we are left with the

time series behavior of participation rate, inactivity-to-unemployment flow rate

and population. Due to the length of our sample and the additional number of

parameters that arise with an additional variable in our unobserved components

model, we cannot fully model all the flow rates that determine the steady state

unemployment rate. Hence, we need to make some assumptions. We begin by

assuming that the population growth ρt has a trend and a cycle that are inde-

pendent of the GDP, and we identify these components using HP filter.8 We also

subject At series to the same procedure. Even though one expects the cyclical

component of flows from inactivity to unemployment to depend on the overall

cycle (in GDP), we cannot model it together with the participation rate and its

growth as we run out of degrees of freedom. Since At is measured indirectly, we

think including Pt and Gt in our model can be more informative.

Given these assumptions, we then model participation as having a cyclical

component and potentially a stochastic growth component in its trend:

Pt = p̄t + pt

pt = µ1yt + µ2yt−1 + µ3yt−2 + εpct

p̄t = p̄t−1 + gt−1 + εpnt

gt = gt−1 + εgt

(14)

The model described by equations (11) through (14) can be represented in a

7We are agnostic about the existence of any co-movement among the trends of the flow
rates, if any, as long as they are not correlated with the aggregate output. Even though such
interaction is possible, we abstract from it. Given the short sample we are working with, any
more complication in the form of another latent variable will substantially reduce the precision
of the estimates we get in this unobserved components model.

8We also fit an AR process to the population growth and see that trend we extract does not
change much.
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state-space form in the following way:
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where all error terms come from an i.i.d. normal distribution with zero mean and

variance σi, such that i = {yn, yc, r, g, fn, fc, sn, sc, pn, pc}.

We use the Kalman filter to filter the unobserved components and write the

log-likelihood function to estimate the model via maximum likelihood. Since we

are interested in the unobserved stochastic trend and cyclical components, once we

estimate the model, we use the Kalman smoother to infer them over time. Then,

we obtain the unemployment rate trend using the flow steady state equation and

evaluate at the current trend levels of the variables:

ūt =
(s̄t − āt)

s̄t + f̄t + ρ̄t + gt
+

āt(1− e−3(s̄t+f̄t+ρ̄t))

p̄t(s̄t + f̄t + ρ̄t)λ̄t

, (17)

where λ̄t = 1 − e−3(s̄t+f̄t+ρ̄t+gt). Recall that ρ̄t and āt are not estimated through

the model, but computed separately as the trend implied by the HP filter.

Tasci (2012) interprets the unemployment rate trend expressed in (17) as the
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steady state unemployment rate that is implied by the current trend estimates

of the flow rates. Note that, since trend flow rates are random walks, current

trend estimates are also the best estimates for future trend values. Hence, we

interpret this rate as the rate of unemployment in the long run, to which the

actual unemployment rate would converge in the limit.

3 Data and Estimation

Before proceeding to the estimation, we describe our data sources and the treat-

ments we have to implement to address some concerns. Then we present the

estimation results for the flow rates and the long-run unemployment rate implied

by these rates for Turkey. To better understand the contribution of incorporating

changes in the labor force to the unemployment rate trend, we also estimate the

model with the assumption that the labor force does not change between two con-

secutive quarters. Since our mode already nests the constant labor force model,

we leave the explicit discussion of the model without variable labor force to the

appendix.

The data used in estimating the flow rates is from the Turkish Statistical

Agency (TurkStat).9 We have quarterly data from 2000:Q1 to 2013:Q4 on the

population, the number of workers in the labor force, and unemployed persons for

less than d months, where d ∈ {1, 3, 6, 9, 12}.10

The raw data requires some adjustments due to breaks prior to construction of

the flow hazard rates, Ft and St. First, there is a break in the 2005:Q1 data, due

to a change in population projection methods.11 TurkStat updated quarterly data

until 2005:Q1 and yearly data until 2004. To correct the data prior to 2005, we

make use of the availability of unadjusted quarterly and adjusted annual values

for 2004. As such, we update the unadjusted quarterly values for 2004 such that

quarterly growth rates within 2004 are the same for adjusted and unadjusted series

and the average of the new quarterly data for 2004 is the same as the adjusted

9For more information go to http://www.tuik.gov.tr.
10d = 1 corresponds to the number of workers unemployed for less than five weeks and this

data is provided by TurkStat upon request.
11In 2007, Turkey implemented an address-based population registration system (ADNKYS),

which allows yearly data for population. Turkstat was using population numbers based on
projections from census data prior to this change, and it realized a discrepancy between the
projections and the actual numbers delivered by ADNKYS.
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annual value reported by TurkStat. Once we adjust the quarterly series of 2004,

we also update the data prior to 2004 such that the quarterly growth rates are

the same as in the unadjusted series.

In addition, there is a break in 2004 in the data for unemployed with different

durations.12 To correct for this, we assume that the growth rate of the share of

unemployed with a duration of d months among all unemployed from 2003:Q4 to

2004:Q1 is the average of the growth rate of the same quarter of the two previous

and the following years’ shares. Then, we back up the new shares for periods prior

to 2003:Q4 from the new growth rates, and readjust all duration data so that the

shares add up to 1. We adjust the number of unemployed for less than one month

such that their share among unemployed for less than three months (in unadjusted

series) remains the same.13 All these treatments are unfortunately dictated by the

concerns we have due to data breaks, survey redesign, and methodological changes.

However, the fact that there was no major aggregate economic shock hitting the

economy around this time reassures us that the impact of our treatments on the

estimation results will be nonsubstantial. Finally, we also use the aggregate real

GDP data from the TurkStat.14

In addition to the data described above, we make use of the data on unem-

ployment by reason to construct At series. Ideal computation would require data

on labor market transitions of entrants who will be unemployed for less than one

month. The ratio of this pool to the inactive population would be At. How-

ever, data on the number of unemployed for less than one month by reason of

unemployment is not available. Thus, we use data on unemployment by reason

for a duration less than three months and assume that the fraction of entrants

among unemployed for less than three months (the shortest duration for which

we have data) is the same as the fraction of entrants among unemployed for less

than one month. The assumption implies that
U

e,<1

t

U<1

t

≈
U

e,<3

t

U<3

t

, where Ue,<d
t denotes

labor market entrants who are unemployed for less than d months. Note that

Ue,<1
t ≈ U<1

t
U

e,<3

t

U<3

t

and we have data for the right-hand side of this approximation.

12This break may result from sample redesign in 2004, which may have allowed a better
measurement of unemployment with different durations.

13There was also an anomaly in the unemployed for 6-7 months data for 2003:Q2 and 2003:Q3,
which generated a level shift in the seasonally adjusted data. We replace the growth rates of
shares from 2003:Q1 to 2003:Q2 and from 2003:Q2 to 2003:Q3 with the average of the growth
rate of the same quarter of the two previous and the following years’ shares.

14Expenditure based, in 1998 prices.
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Hence, we compute At as U
<1
t

U
e,<3

t

U<3

t

/(Nt − Lt).

Before proceeding to the estimation and results, we would like to discuss an

issue that needs to be tackled in estimating the model. The model, as spelled out

in equations (15)-(16), has four observable series and ten shock parameters that

needs estimating, and hence is subject to a potential identification problem. The

solution involves normalizing the standard deviation of the cyclical component

of a variable relative to its trend component, thereby reducing the number of

parameters to estimate. We address this issue in more detail and describe the

process in Section 3.2.

3.1 Results for Constant Labor Force Model

Once we make necessary adjustments to the data, we compute the aggregate

flow rates following our discussion in the preceding section. We start with the

restricted model which assumes that the labor force is constant, which is effectively

equivalent to restricting assumption that we have ρt = 0 and Gt = 0 and At = 0

in our model. We start with this simplified case to present an easier benchmark.

Table 1 presents the basic moments of the data. Average unemployment in Turkey

was about 10.5 percent over our sample period, rising from around 7.5 percent

to more than 14 percent in the middle of the last recession. We are in a sense

fortunate to have unemployment move around this much, as it helps to identify

the movements in the trend and cycle components in the flow rates even within

a short sample. Observed flow rate levels in Table 1 show that the Turkish labor

market also features very low rates of turnover, similar to some OECD countries.

As such, our approach to use more duration data to compute the average flow

hazards is clearly warranted. Similar to the pattern we observe in other countries,

outflow hazard, Ft, is at least six times more volatile than the inflow hazard, St.

Table 1: Flow Rates

u F S

0.105 0.089 0.011

(0.014) (0.022) (0.003)

Note: Standard deviations are in
parentheses.

We also look at how the computed flow rates move with the GDP. To compare

our results with other studies, we use cyclical components extracted using HP
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filter.15 As expected, we see that unemployment is countercyclical and persistent

(Table 2). The unemployment rate in Turkey is more countercyclical and less

persistent compared with the U.S. data.16 The unemployment exit rate is persis-

tent and procyclical while the entry rate is countercyclical and not as persistent.

Shimer (2005) shows that unemployment and exit rates are negatively correlated

with labor productivity while job-finding rate is positively correlated for the U.S.

Though cyclical properties of flow rates for Turkey are qualitatively similar to

those of the U.S., there is more persistence in the U.S. data compared to the flow

rates in Turkey.

Table 2: Business Cycle Properties

GDP F S u

σ 0.024 0.127 0.2 0.06

σ/σY 1 5.28 8.29 2.50

corr(x, y) 0.45∗ -0.27∗∗∗ -0.75∗

corr(x, x−1) 0.58∗ 0.67∗ -0.05 0.68∗

Notes: All series are quarterly and are log-detrended

with HP filter and a smoothing parameter of 98.

Standard deviations are in absolute terms. ∗ is sig-

nificance at %1 and ∗∗∗ is significance at %10.

We estimate the unobserved components model with constant labor force via

maximum likelihood using the flow rates described above.17 The potential identi-

fication issue discussed above appears not to be a major one for the data at hand.

The log-likelihood function turns out to be well behaved and quite variable, such

that we can avoid the normalization for the GDP components that Tasci (2012)

relies on for the U.S. data. The same is not true for the flow rates, which implies

that we estimate the process for both εynt and εyct , but we resort to normalization

for the flow rates. Our estimation results suggest that the drift term for the trend

output for this time-period in Turkey was constant, that is σr = std(εrt ) = 0.

Hence, we impose this restriction in our estimation, obtaining r = 0.012 for the

sample period. This rate translates into a 4.9 percent average annualized quar-

terly growth rate for the trend output. The normalization we find to be optimal

15We set the smoothing parameter to 98, as suggested by Alp et al. (2011).
16Shimer (2005) reports that the correlation between unemployment and productivity is

−0.408 and the quarterly autocorrelation of unemployment is 0.93
17This version of the model is expressed in (A.27)-(A.28) in the appendix.
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for the flow rates in this restricted model estimation implies that γf =
σfn

σfc
= 0.75

and γs =
σsn

σsc
= 0.75. The procedure to choose parameter values for γs and γf is

explained in detail in Section 4.

Table 3: Estimation Results: 2001:Q1-2013:Q4

Estimate Std Estimate Std
φ1 1.2542 (0.2026) σyn 0.0169 (0.0022)

φ1 −0.5112 (0.1735) σyc 0.0117 (0.0030)

τ1 0.2023 (0.0935) σfn 0.0037 (0.0005)

τ2 0.1129 (0.0911) σsn 0.0007 (0.0002)

τ3 0.0531 (0.0775) r 0.0120 (0.75 ∗ 10−5)

θ1 −0.1346 (0.0338)

θ2 0.1028 (0.0415)

θ3 −0.0264 (0.0224)

Notes: Log-likelihood is 492.1310, γf = 0.75, and γs = 0.75.

Standard deviations are in parentheses.

In our estimation, we rely on the Kalman filter to generate the log-likelihood

function and to obtain the smoothed unobserved states. Because we have several

variables following a random walk, initializing the Kalman filter requires starting

with a diffuse prior, which requires us to exclude some of the quarters at the

beginning of the sample. We exclude the first eight quarters of the data in our

estimation. We discuss the potential effects of this exclusion restriction in Section

4.

In Figure 1, we plot the estimated unobserved trend components as well as the

data on the flow rates, unemployment rate, and the rate of convergence, λt. The

upper panel of Figure 1 shows interesting changes in the underlying trends for the

flow rates. In particular, the outflow rate, rate at which an average unemployed

would find a job in a given month, has increased over the course of the decade by

essentially doubling from 0.06 to 0.12, implying a monthly probability of roughly

11 percent by the end of the sample. In a somewhat similar fashion, the inflow

rate also trended up over the sample period, tripling from its 0.005 level to 0.015.

Since the end of the last recession, the trend changed course and has started to

decline towards a level of 0.012.

These trend changes together imply a relatively stable pattern for the unem-

ployment rate trend early on in the sample period, with the exception of the

first recessionary episode. Then, trend unemployment gradually declines from its
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recession era highs of 12 percent to around 9 percent at the end of the sample.

In the first part of the sample, trend changes in F and S offset each other to

some extent as they push trend unemployment in opposing directions. However,

since the end of the last recession, changes in direction of the trend behavior of

S reinforced the decline in the unemployment rate trend that is implied by the

gradual increase in the outflow rate, F , over time.

A more important observation is that overall reallocation in the labor markets

have experienced a steady increase in Turkey. The picture on the lower-right

panel plots the reallocation measure we look at, λt, which governs the rate at

which unemployment approaches its flow steady state. The magnitude of the

changes over time implies that the half-life of a cyclical gap in the unemployment

rate declined from more than five quarters in early 2000s to around three quarters

by the end of the sample. Hence, our results not only suggest a declining trend

for the unemployment rate, but also more churning in the labor market implying

faster adjustments in response to cyclical changes in the unemployment rate.

Figure 1: Estimation Results (Constant Labor Force)

Note: Dashed lines are trend and solid lines are actual data.
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Figure 2: Variance Decomposition (Constant Labor Force)

Note: In the lower panel, the solid line shows the movement of the natural rate, given the time

series of trend flow rates. Dashed lines show the path the natural rate would have followed if

the trend job-finding rate would have stayed constant at its mean and the trend separation

rate would have followed its actual path. Similarly, the dotted line shows the contribution of

the trend job-finding rate to the trend unemployment rate.

Our framework also lends itself to analyzing the contributions of different flows

to the fluctuations in the unemployment rate, both at business cycle frequency

and over the long-run. The flow model laid out in the previous section gives

us the estimates of cyclical and trend components in the underlying flow rates,

thereby enabling us to tease out the particular flow that drives unemployment

fluctuations over the business cycle, as well as in the long-run. Hence, in principle,

one can use a similar decomposition used in Fujita and Ramey (2009) to study

the contribution of each flow rate to variations in the unemployment rate, both

at the high and the low frequency.

Figure 2 shows results of decomposing the variance of trend and cycle unem-

ployment rate to variations from inflows and outflows. Trend unemployment is the

unemployment rate computed using trend flow rates and equation (A.29). Con-
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tributions of each trend flow rate to variation in natural rate is computed using

the steady state unemployment formula and the average of the trend of the other

flow rate. Then, series are demeaned and plotted for ease of display purposes.

The lower panel of Figure 2 shows the decomposition result for the trend unem-

ployment rate. As discussed earlier, we observe that changes in the trend of the

outflow rate pushes down the long-run unemployment trend throughout the sam-

ple period, though the effect is weaker in the latter parts. The separation rate, on

the other hand, contributed towards increasing the natural rate of unemployment

until the end of the last crisis, and then, through a decline in its trend, started

to have a dampening effect on the unemployment rate trend. Hence, as a result

of offsetting effects, we observe a relatively stable unemployment rate trend until

the end of 2009, followed by a decline in the long-run rate. Analyzing the upper

panel of Figure 2, we see that variations in the separation rate captures most of

the small movements in the cyclical component of the unemployment rate. Hence,

variations in inflows in the short-run are more relevant for the movements in cycli-

cal unemployment, while trends in both flow rates are important in determining

the underlying unemployment rate trend.

3.2 Results for Variable Labor Force Model

Next we turn to the case with variable labor force participation, which is our main

focus. We begin with the descriptive statistics for flow rates under the assumption

that measurement takes into account variation in the labor force participation over

time. Table 4 shows the average levels of flow rates for both cases; with constant

and varying labor force assumptions. We observe that relaxing constant labor

force assumption affects both the levels and the standard deviations of flow rates.

Table 4: Flow Rates

u F S A

Changing Labor Force 0.105 0.087 0.010 0.001

(0.014) (0.022) (0.004) (0.0003)

Constant Labor Force 0.089 0.011 -

(0.022) (0.003) -

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.

We also document the cyclical properties of these flow rates in Table 5. With

this measurement, we now interpret S and A together as flows into unemploy-
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ment, whereas S is the separation from employment to unemployment. Inflow

rates estimated under the extended model show different business cycle frequency

features than the restricted one. Due to the significantly procyclical nature of

the inflows to unemployment, we obtain a somewhat less countercyclical S in the

current measurement. We see that participation rate does not have a significant

cyclical behavior. However, with longer data available at an annual frequency

Baskaya and Sengul (2014) show that the participation rate is countercyclical,

which cautions the findings regarding the cyclical behavior with a relatively short

sample.

Table 5: Cyclical Properties (Changing Labor Force)

GDP F S A g ρ P u

σ 0.024 0.132 0.377 0.116 0.012 0.000 0.010 0.060

σ/σY 1 5.45 15.62 4.81 0.48 0.01 0.43 2.50

corr(x, y) 0.45∗ -0.030 0.48∗ 0.29∗∗ 0.110 0.090 -0.76∗

corr(x, x−1) 0.58∗ 0.67∗ -0.100 0.090 -0.080 0.32∗∗ 0.38∗ 0.68∗

Notes: y is the GDP while x is the variable of interest. Growth rate series are detrended
while all other series are log-detrended with an HP filter. (∗): significance at 1%, (∗∗):
significance at5%.

Results for the estimation of the extended model with participation are dis-

played in Table 6. Some of the individual parameter estimates lose significance,

however, overall the model is preferable to the one with these parameters excluded

and to the model with no participation, as the improvement in log-likelihood is

significant. Contrary to the stochastic growth rate for the output trend, labor

force participation indeed has a time-varying growth rate in its trend. Consis-

tent with the cyclical behavior of F and S, we observe that τ1 is positive while

θ1 is negative. We see that τ3 is not independently significant, but the model is

preferable to the one without τ3.

Our estimates of the model with varying labor force suggest that the impact

on the unemployment rate could be substantial. Figure 3 plots the unemployment

rate trend from the restricted model together with the estimated trend from the

extended model of this section. According to our estimates, for most of the early

part of the sample, the difference between two models are quite substantial, and

the difference is smaller towards the end of the sample. For instance, we observe

as much as a 2.5 percentage point difference between two trend estimates in the
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Table 6: Estimation Results: 2001:Q1-2013:Q4

Estimate Std Estimate Std

φ1 1.6115 ( 0.0960) µ1 −0.8547 ( 0.4787)

φ1 −0.7934 ( 0.0982) µ2 0.4211 ( 0.4415)

τ1 1.7549 ( 0.9046) µ3 0.1300 ( 0.2814)

τ2 −0.8706 ( 0.7672) σyn 0.0214 ( 0.0023)

τ3 −0.2784 ( 0.4064) σyc 0.0019 ( 0.0010)

θ1 −0.8100 ( 0.3994) σg 0.0004 t( 0.0010)

θ2 1.2852 ( 0.6756) σpn 0.0041 ( 0.0005)

θ3 −0.5556 ( 0.3266) σfn 0.0033 ( 0.0004)

σsn 0.0008 (0.0001)

Note: Log likelihood is 659.17. Standard deviations are in
parentheses. γf = 0.75, and γs = 0.75

Figure 3: Unemployment Rate Trends - Impact of the Variable Participation
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middle of the sample and 0.5 percentage point difference at the end of the sample

period. The main reason behind the divergence between two alternative trend

estimates in the early part of the sample is the behavior of the flows from the

inactive population directly into the unemployment pool, At. Our measurement

of At implies a level of 0.0016 at the beginning of the sample, tumbling later by

more than 75 percent over the next 12 years, most of which happened in the first

five quarters. One possible interpretation is that at the early parts of the sample

period there is a movement from inactivity to unemployment, which implies a

natural rate with variable participation rate that is very different from the one

with constant participation. As At declines, that is as flows from inactivity to

unemployment slow down, we see the gap between two natural rates narrowing.

However, we suspect that part of the decline we observe in At could be a mea-

surement problem in the household survey, or an extraordinary response by the

non-participants to the first major recession in our sample. We do not have a con-

vincing way to isolate one or the other. In any case, the absence of the abnormal

behavior in At later on and the apparent convergence between the two alterna-

tives suggest that this channel is no longer as important. Moreover, the implied

natural rate with a varying participation rate is lower than the one implied by the

restricted model. However, their overall pattern throughout the sample, including

the turning points, align very closely with each other.

Figure 4 displays all of the important unobserved components for the extended

model with variable labor force participation rate. Even though the implied trend

estimates for F and S change somewhat, results confirm the secular trends we

obtained from the restricted model. More importantly, the participation rate

trend implied by the estimation (right figure in middle panel) shows that there

has been an important trend growth change. The participation rate has been

growing in Turkey over this period, and our model identifies part of this as a

trend increase. This is not unlike the behavior in the U.S. where participation

hardly responds to the business cycle, if at all. Taken together, the convergence

rate now reflects the added impact of an increasing growth rate in the labor force

participation, which is pictured in the lower panel.
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Figure 4: Estimation Results (Variable Labor Force)

Note: Dashed lines are trend and solid lines are original series.

4 Discussion and Robustness

We have proposed and estimated a natural rate for Turkey using a relatively

parsimonious model purely relying on the flow rates in and out of unemployment.

We view this concept in line with Tasci (2012) and perceive it as the steady state

unemployment rate that is implied by the current trend estimates of the flow

rates. Practically, this means that it is the rate of unemployment in the long-run,

to which the actual unemployment rate would converge.

This view comes as a stark contrast to the alternatives that the literature

focuses on, such as Gordon (1997) and Staiger et al. (1997, 2001). These studies

are concerned with a natural rate concept that relates price pressures to a level

of unemployment that is consistent with constant inflation rate. As we argued in

the introduction, there were some structural changes in the case of Turkey, that

renders such a concept uninformative. In this section, we address this issue and

compare our estimates to some alternatives, including a NAIRU. Furthermore, we

address some of the robustness issues of the underlying estimation we employed,

such as the normalization implied by γs and γf , as well as the exclusion restrictions

for the early part of the sample in the maximum likelihood estimation.
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4.1 Alternative Natural Rates and Filters

In this section, we present a basic comparison between our measures of the nat-

ural rate and some alternatives proposed in the literature. One of these alterna-

tives is a NAIRU. One can also take a different approach and use an unobserved

components method without using the flow rates, but instead focusing on the

unemployment rate. We will refer to this alternative as the bivariate unobserved

components model with unemployment rate (UC-UR). Finally, we will also ad-

dress whether purely statistical filters could be good substitutes for our proposed

natural rate. We view our approach as an alternative that solely relies on the

data from labor markets and the real economy in determining long-run trend for

the unemployment rate. There is a widespread use of similar terminology in the

literature, as nicely discussed in Rogerson (1997). Getting into the details of this

discussion will be out of the scope of this paper.

The NAIRU estimation takes a simple form, relating the current inflation to

lagged inflation and the “unemployment gap” (Gordon (1997)), using quarterly

changes in headline CPI at an annualized rate for the measure of inflation.18 The

bivariate model we have in mind is similar to the flow model, but only uses data

on the actual unemployment rate and real output as in Clark (1987, 1989) and

Kim and Nelson (1999).19 In both frameworks, one can use the Kalman filter to

infer the unobserved trends in the unemployment rate much like we do for the

unobserved trends in the flow rates. Our comparison relies on these unobserved

trends, which are interpreted as alternative natural rates.20

Figure 5 presents these alternatives along with the flow-based estimates of the

natural rate from the restricted and the extended models. Both estimated NAIRU

and UC-UR are almost constant at around 10.5 percent over the entire sample

period .21 There is virtually no variation at all.22 For NAIRU, it is very easy to

18More specifically, we assume that, πt = βππt−1 + βu[ut − ūt] + επ, where πt and ut denote
actual inflation and unemployment rate, respectively. The natural rate, ūt, follows a random
walk, whereas the “unemployment gap”, uc

t = ut − ūt, is assumed to follow an AR (2) process;
uc
t = θ1u

c
t−1 + θ2u

c
t−2+ εu.

19Output is modeled as in equation (11). The observed unemployment has cyclical and trend
components such that the trend component follows a random walk and the cyclical component
depends on the cyclical component of the real output, much like the flow rates.

20Both alternative models are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation and results are
available upon request.

21Though our NAIRU estimation assumes time-invariant parameters, we do not restrict the
natural rate itself to be constant over time.

22Us (2014) estimates NAIRU for Turkey using time-variant parameters, her findings is inline
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Figure 5: Alternative Natural Rates

understand why this is the case. Turkey experienced a sharp drop in the consumer

inflation over the early part of the sample period, caused by the aggressive efforts

by the newly independent central bank that effectively instituted an inflation

target. This will undoubtedly affect the statistical relationship between inflation

and the unemployment rate, that any NAIRU estimate will rely on. Inflation

tumbled from levels of more than 60 percent per year to single digits in a relatively

short period, while unemployment only increased modestly and stayed at those

levels for some time. This, in turn, renders the relative variation in inflation with

respect to unemployment uninformative. Thus, we obtain a flat NAIRU. It is

important to keep in mind that we do not restrict the unobserved NAIRU to be

constant in our empirical estimation.

The bivariate model, UC-UR, also implies an almost constant natural rate over

our sample period. This model exploits the variation in the observed unemploy-

ment relative to the cyclical changes in the real GDP to identify the natural rate.

First, we observe that there are two major episodes of business cycle contractions

in our sample; the first one within the first year of the sample by 6 percent and

the second one coinciding with the global recession by about 15 percent.23 Even

with our estimations under the constant labor force assumption.
23Note that the first recession actually started right before the beginning of our sample, in
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though the output contractions were significantly different, unemployment rate

increases were almost identical, by about 70 percent, in both episodes. Moreover,

the unemployment rate did not decline at all following the first recession, demon-

strating a lot of persistence.24 These factors imply a constant natural rate in the

UC-UR case. Our method, on the other hand, can address the persistence in the

unemployment rate without implying a constant natural rate since we focus on

the underlying flow rates, thereby easily accommodating the non-linearities.25

One might argue that if our objective is to derive an empirically useful unem-

ployment rate trend, a pure statistical unemployment rate trend might be more

practical, if unemployment flows do not seem to provide us with any additional

information. In order to address this issue, we focus on different statistical filter-

ing methods with and without unemployment flows to distinguish the role they

play. For the sake of exposition, we focus on the restricted model.

Taking an HP-filter of the unemployment rate itself has been one approach

used in the literature to identify a trend for the unemployment rate in the context

of the natural rate debate (see Rogerson (1997)). We compare our estimate of the

long-run trend for the unemployment rate with those that could be obtained using

an HP or a bandpass filter. Figure 6 presents the results of this exercise. When

we omit the information on unemployment flows and filter the quarterly unem-

ployment rate (top panel), we find a lot of variation in the trend and significant

diversion across different filters. For instance, applying an HP-filter with a high

smoothing parameter (1600) gives a relatively smooth trend that moves closely

with the preferred trend from the flow model. However, a bandpass filter or an

HP-filter with a smaller smoothing parameter (98) produces much more variation

in the trend. The top panel also shows the well-known problem related to the end

points of the sample in one-sided filters.

A relatively different picture emerges if we include information on unemploy-

ment flows and impute an unemployment rate trend, as we did in the paper, based

on the trends of these underlying flows. As the lower panel of Figure 6 shows,

unemployment trends imputed this way do not vary much across different filters

2000:Q4, with an overall peak-to-trough decline of 10 percent in real GDP.
24Please see Ceritoğlu et al. (2012) for more on the comparison of the unemployment in two

recessions.
25Tasci (2012) also compares a variant of our baseline model with flows to these alternatives

on some other dimensions, such as the precision of estimates, required retrospective revisions
with additional data, and prediction accuracy for inflation and concludes that the flow-based
approach has several desirable properties along those dimensions as well.
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and are much smoother than the trend estimates based solely on unemployment

rate information. Moreover, the flow model, which puts a lot more structure on

the comovement of flows and real output, produces a trend that moves closely

with these other filters. We interpret this result as evidence of the importance

of unemployment flows in understanding the unemployment rate trend over the

long run. The obvious discrepancy between various estimates of the trend with

different filters when flows data are ignored makes it harder to get an empirically

consistent, and otherwise useful measure.

Figure 6: Alternative Filters - The Role of Flows

4.2 Robustness of the Estimation

When computing our estimate for the trend unemployment rate, we rely on equa-

tion (17) where we substitute the HP filter of the variables At and ρt. We resort

to this solution because of the data availability, but we are also mindful of its

potential impact on our results. Therefore, we conduct a robustness check where

we model the process that governs At and ρt in a linear AR process and analyze

the effect on the trend unemployment. Note that this exercise still confines to the

same model with participation but the process that determines the trend compo-
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nents of At and ρt are assum ed to be a product of a process different from a basic

HP filter. The actual estimate of the trend we back out assuming AR processes

yields virtually the same result. We do not report them separately to save space

here26.

In principle, the results of our estimation could be sensitive to the exact values

of γf and γs that we use. In the benchmark estimation, we use values of 0.75 for

both. These parameters control the relative variation in the cyclical components

of the flow rates with respect to their estimated trends. Hence, it is reasonable

to have different implied unemployment rate trends with different values. To pin

down the exact numbers, we follow the approach proposed in Tasci (2012). This

essentially means that we re-estimate the model over a fine grid for both γf , and

γs; γf = {0.25, 0.375, 0.5, ..., 3.375, 3.5} and γs = {0.5, 0.625, 0.75, ..., 3.875, 4}.

We target two moments to match: one is the maximum log-likelihood over this

combination of points, the other is the maximum correlation between the implied

natural rate from the estimation and the trend of the observed unemployment rate,

calculated using a bandpass filter. Since we do not use the actual unemployment

rate in the estimation, we are trying to impose some discipline on the estimation by

not letting it diverge too much from the data.27. The objective here is to maximize

the likelihood of the model without getting an implied unemployment trend that

is far from a statistical trend obtained by the bandpass filter. We implement this

robustness check exercise using the restricted model with constant labor force.

The effects on the log-likelihood and the overall objective function responds the

same way in the extended model.

Figure 7 shows how these two moments change across γf and γs. The preferred

benchmark values maximize the objective of high log-likelihood and high correla-

tion, which is clear from Figure 7. For instance, we do not improve the likelihood

of the model for higher values of γf , whereas smaller values do not result in any

reduction. The likelihood value seems more concave in γf , and the preferred value

of 0.75 is close to its global maximum. As γs declines, the trend of the separa-

tion converges to a straight line; hence, the natural rate will be determined more

by the trend of the job-finding rate. The opposite is true when γf is small and

its trend is close to a straight line. Hence, when one flow has a constant trend

26Results are available upon request.
27Note that with the flow rates themselves, the unemployment rate does not give any more

information for our model, hence, it is not part of it.
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Figure 7: Robustness for γf , and γs
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imposed (low γi), and the other flow has a very small cyclical variation (high

γj, j 6= i), we miss the low-frequency movements in the observed unemployment

rate by a significant margin. Any increase in γs sharply reduces the correlation

of the statistical filter with the trend estimate to the extent that the correlation

potentially changes sign. The objective function determines the optimal trade-off

between these two dimensions by putting more weight on the more informative

moment, that is, by using the inverse of the covariance matrix as the weighting

matrix. Finally, for almost all of the values of γf and γs, the natural rate implied

by the model varies between 9.5 percent and 11 percent at the end of the sample.

Another robustness issue arises with respect to the exclusion restrictions. Re-

call that, since we model most of the trend variables as random walks, we had to

start with a diffuse prior for the Kalman filter. The impact of the diffuse prior

sometimes can be substantial for the first few periods, as the Kalman filter does

not converge on a reasonable unconditional variance for the unobserved states.

This is usually handled by ignoring the initial several periods in the actual esti-

mation - by not considering its contribution to the log-likelihood. Since we have

a very short sample, this might be somewhat tricky and we are concerned about

potentially losing useful information that the Kalman filter can infer from the
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Figure 8: Robustness for Exclusion Restrictions

likelihood function for the initial data points, which in this case coincide with

a recession. The tradeoff is between losing valuable information from the first

several quarters versus getting potentially noisy estimates for the unconditional

variance due to the diffuse prior.

In order to address this, we have re-estimated the model several times, each

time excluding a larger number of quarters from the initial part of the sample.

Our results suggest that after 8 quarters, the estimates for the unconditional

variance behave well. Figure 8 plots the estimated natural rates corresponding

to each exclusion case and shows that with the exception of the excluded part of

the sample, our results do not change much. Estimated parameters reported in

Table 3 correspond to the case where the likelihood function ignores the first 8

quarters. Note that this does not mean that the smoothed unobserved variables

we present do not include them. They include the first 8 data points, but the

parameter estimates are only estimated using the rest of the data.
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5 Forecasting Performance

Using flow rates provides us with a measure of the natural rate for the Turkish

economy, which in turn can help policymakers gauge the extent of the labor mar-

ket slack. Beyond providing a simple way to measure the unemployment rate

trend in a theoretically meaningful way, another useful feature of this framework

has recently been highlighted by Meyer and Tasci (2013): its forecasting accu-

racy. Meyer and Tasci (2013) argue that by essentially disciplining the long-run

trends with the unobserved components method, this modeling framework does

a remarkable job in forecasting the evolution of the unemployment rate in the

short- and medium-run. Since the framework heavily relies on the flow rates more

than the unemployment rate itself, it is especially very flexible in capturing the

non-linearities around the turning points in the business cycle. We suspect that

this is even more of a concern for Turkey, where reallocation rates are much lower

relative to U.S. levels. Moreover, the absence of high frequency, timely informa-

tion about the unemployment rate provides the necessary motivation to come up

with a good forecasting framework for Turkey28.

To evaluate the forecast performance of the framework, we estimate both the

baseline model and the extended version with the participation rate over time

starting from 2007 fourth quarter and repeating the exercise for every quarter

until the end of 2013. For every estimation sample, we produce two-period ahead

forecasts for the unemployment rate using the predicted flows and the observed

initial condition for the unemployment rate. Note that the models produce fore-

casts of the flow rates internally. However, we rely on the respective equation

of motion for the unemployment rate, that is equations (A.25) and (2). In or-

der to gauge forecasting performance of the framework, we report one-period and

two-period ahead root mean squared forecast errors (RMSFE) relative to those

generated from a simple time series process for the measured unemployment rate.

In particular, we choose an AR(2) process.29 It is important to remember that we

are not running this numerical exercise with real-time data. Given the changes in

the data collection and methodology over the sample period and the sheer length

of the data span (or lack thereof), repeating this experiment in real time seems

like a futile effort.

28Turkish Statistical Institute only releases unemployment rate data with more than two
months of lag.

29The AR process we assume takes the form ut = κ1ut−1+κ2ut−2+ǫut , where data is quarterly.
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Table 7: Forecast Performance: RMSFEs for 2009:Q1-2013:Q4

AR (2) in UR Restricted Model Extended Model

t+ 1 0.6447 0.5089 0.5040

t+ 2 1.1001 0.9477 0.9784

Table 7 reports RMSFEs for one and two-quarter ahead forecasts from the

two models we used in the paper and the AR process that does not rely on

flow rates at all. As forecast errors suggest, both models produce more accurate

unemployment rate forecasts relative to the time series model for the forecast

sample period we considered, especially at one-quarter ahead forecast horizon.

This relative improvement in forecast accuracy over the near-term could provide

a useful tool for policymakers in Turkey.

Figure 9: Forecasting Performance of Both Models

Having established a relative improvement in forecasting the unemployment

rate with the unobserved components models we used in the paper, we finally

provide the predictions of them conditional on the data we have for the whole

sample; 2001:Q1-2013:Q4. Figure 9 presents the forecast paths for the extended

model as well as the restricted model with constant labor force. Regardless of the

model we use, we predict a gradual decline in the unemployment rate beyond 2013.
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Recall that the model with participation implies a lower natural rate in the long-

run, therefore yielding a lower path beyond 2015 relative to the restricted model.

Unfortunately, Turkish Statistical Institute implemented a methodological change

beginning in 2014, which made the data prior incomparable. Nevertheless, the

first quarter data which is available confirms the forecast qualitatively, pointing

a decline in the aggregate unemployment rate.

6 Conclusion

We use a parsimonious unobserved components model with unemployment flow

rates, similar to the one used by Tasci (2012) for the U.S., to estimate a time-

varying unemployment rate trend for Turkey that is grounded in the modern

theory of labor market search. We believe that the specific challenges presented

by the Turkish data makes it a compelling case to consider. One of these chal-

lenges was the importance of the participation rate behavior, which we handled by

extending the basic model to incorporate time-varying labor force participation.

Our results suggest that by the end of 2013, the natural rate for unemploy-

ment, or the underlying trend, is hovering around 9 percent for Turkey. Models

with and without the participation margin imply substantially different estimates

at the earlier parts of the sample period and the gap narrows over time, with the

extended model featuring the participation rate predicting a level slightly below

9.5 percent. This is due to a slow down in the rate of flows from inactivity to un-

employment. More importantly, we find that the reallocation rate, the sum of the

inflow and outflow rates, has been gradually trending up for Turkey suggesting an

increasingly dynamic labor market. Finally, we argue that the modeling frame-

work we provide here can be used for near-term forecasting of the unemployment

rate with relative ease and accuracy.

We are mindful of the main caveat of our paper: the sample size. Our data

covers only 13 years at quarterly frequency. However, the fact that we have quite

a bit of variation in the variables of interest over the sample period reassures us

that the lack of longer time-series data does not undermine the usefulness of our

approach. In future work, it would be interesting to focus on understanding the

secular increase in the reallocation rate over time.
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A Appendix

In this section we lay out the model which abstracts from the variation in the labor

force in detail. This is essentially nested in the benchmark model we present in

the main text with the restriction that rhot = 0, Gt = 0 and At = 0.

Flow Rates in Restricted Model: Let us start with the flow rates. Since

there is no change in the labor force, all flows are between unemployment and

employment in this restricted model. Recall that we need the law of motion for

unemployment and the short term unemployment to compute the flow rates. The

law of motion for unemployment becomes:

U̇t+τ = (Lt+τ − Ut+τ )St − Ut+τFt. (A.18)

Note that the only difference between the equation above and equation 1 is that

the former lacks the term with At. The law of motion for short-term unemployed,

unemployed for less than five weeks is:

U̇<1
t (τ) = (Lt+τ − Ut+τ )St − U<1

t (τ)Ft. (A.19)

As mentioned earlier, this equation is not affected by the assumption regarding

labor force directly, it is the same as equation 4. However, here F is the job

finding rate.

Subtracting equation (A.19) from equation (A.18) yields:

U̇t+τ = U̇<1
t (τ)− (Ut+τ − U<1

t (τ))Ft. (A.20)

Solving the differential equation above provides us with a simple measurement

equation for the outflow hazard:

ut = e−Ftut−1 + u<1
t , (A.21)

where ut denotes the unemployment rate in period t. This equation is the same

as 6 with ρt = 0 and Gt = 0.

Regardless of the assumption on labor force, if unemployment exit occurs with

a Poisson process with parameter Ft, then the probability of exiting unemployment
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within a month is F̂t = 1− e−Ft . Therefore, equation (A.21) can be rewritten as

F̂t = 1−
ut − u<1

t

ut−1
. (A.22)

The monthly outflow probability relates to associated monthly outflow hazard

rate, F<1
t , through the following equation: F<1

t = −ln(1 − F̂t).

We rely on additional duration data to estimate F̂t. Based on the unem-

ployment data by duration, we can calculate the probability that an unemployed

worker exits unemployment within d months as

F̂ d
t = 1−

ut − u<d
t

ut−d

. (A.23)

As before, we can calculate the outflow rates as

F<d
t = −ln(1 − F̂ d

t )/d, (A.24)

for different durations, d = 1, 3, 6, 9, 12. We follow the procedure described in

section 2.1 to estimate F̂t.

Solving equation (??) and iterating it three months, we get the evolution of

unemployment rate in the data, observed in discrete intervals, as:

ut = ut−3(1− λt) + λt

St

St + Ft

, (A.25)

where λt = (1 − e−3(St+Ft)) is the quarterly convergence rate. Note that this is

the original equation of Elsby et al. (2013). Solving this equation for the steady

state leads to the definition of the flow steady state unemployment as follows

uss
t =

St

St + Ft

. (A.26)

Unobserved Components in Restricted Model: Having the flow rates,

we now turn to unobserved components model. Note that modeling labor force

does not affect the process the real output follows. It is given by equation 11.

Furthermore, the time series behavior of F and S are also not directly affected

from the assumption regarding the labor force, and hence are given by 12 and 13,

respectively. However, note that now interpretation of F is different. F is the
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unemployment exit rate (which could be exit to employment or to inactivity) in

the benchmark model while F in restricted model is job finding rate as all exits

from unemployment must go to employment. Since we have ρ0, Gt = 0, and

At = 0 we are left with no other flow rate.

We can express the empirical in a convenient state-space representation as
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, (A.28)

where all error terms come from an i.i.d. normal distribution with zero mean and

variance σi, such that i = {yn, yc, r, fn, fc, sn, sc}.

As in the extended model with variable participation, we use the Kalman

filter to filter the unobserved components and write the log-likelihood function

to estimate the model via maximum likelihood. Once we estimate the model,

we use the Kalman smoother to infer unobserved stochastic trend and cyclical

components over time. These time-varying trend estimates for the flow rates,

f̄t and s̄t, determine the unobserved unemployment rate trend over time. More

specifically, our definition of the long-run trend for the unemployment rate is given

by

ūt =
s̄t

s̄t + f̄t
, (A.29)

which is consistent with the search theory of the labor market.
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